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WHITE SILENCE AND VIOLENCE: POSITIONALITY AND STORYTELLING IN WOMEN’S RIGHTS MOVEMENTS

by Inka Boehm*

I. Introduction

Our identity impacts everything about how we move through the world as individuals. In the legislative process, identity is often disregarded but has detrimental effects if ignored. Positionality describes how society shapes identities through power and privilege. This methodology requires researchers to analyze their world with their own privileges in mind and is often overlooked by policymakers.¹

Storytelling, personal identity, and positionality matter in how we craft our perceptions of what needs fixing. Legislators must consider their own identities when crafting policies meant to help the public. Despite being the most racially and ethnically diverse in U.S. history, seventy-seven percent of the 117th Congress is white. With only sixty percent of the U.S. population being white, there is a clear lack of adequate representation.² While this article will not dive into factors contributing to disproportionate representation, recognizing politicians who keep their seats because of disenfranchisement and voter suppression tactics is imperative.³

With the politicization of identity and a misunderstanding by certain members about what “checking your privilege” means, legislative research positionality may appear to be contentious. Every legislator acknowledging their own biases and experiences is a lofty goal, but Congress has a precedent including diverse voices and narratives. The Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) brought activists with conflicting or conflated goals together in a piece of legislation attempting to address different communities’ problems. This equal representation and positionality allow legislators and legal professionals to shift dominating narratives and make efectual changes in line with the actual needs of underrepresented communities.

This Article uses the VAVA as a case study to understand how individuals researching, writing, and implementing legislation must take positionality into account. Part II provides background on VAVA and efforts geared toward the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women (MMIW) epidemic. It then contextualizes both critical race feminist and tribal critical race theory. Part III analyzes ways research positionality could benefit and improve upon VAVA, and the idea of intersectionality and conflicting goals within the feminist movement. Part IV concludes the Article.

---


II. BACKGROUND

A. The History of VAWA

VAWA marks the first federal policy attempting to address all types of gender-based violence. President Biden stated the bill’s goals are “to make streets safer for women; to make homes safer for women; and to protect women’s civil rights.” Following the steady rise in violent crime rates in the 1960s, grassroots organizations began lobbying for a change in how both public policy and law enforcement approached violence against women. As the criminal justice system began to recognize domestic violence as a crime, the issue gained more traction and culminated in the Family Violence Prevention and Services Act. With the foundation laid, President Clinton signed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 into law, with VAWA under Title IV.

VAWA’s major features when it first debuted were the enhancement of how sex offenses were dealt with, the establishment of certain immigration provisions to allow for immigrants to not be dependent on their abuser, and grant programs for combatting violence against women. Subsequently, the four reauthorizations incorporated evolving concerns. In an anti-trafficking initiative, the 2000 reauthorization included protections for battered nonimmigrants, new educational programming funds, and programs designed to protect elderly disabled women. The 2005 VAWA emphasized collaboration between community and local law enforcement, while also introducing programs for Native victims.

Until 2013, VAWA received bipartisan support. The support changed when conservative groups such as the Family Research Council began urging legislators to vote against the reauthorization. Opposition to the innocuous reauthorization came from fears the law would infringe on privacy and “represented a ‘feminist’ attack on family values.” Christina Villegas, a visiting fellow at the Independent Women’s Forum explained “VAWA provides so much funding [based on the model that violence against women is a product of sexism and patriarchy] that could be so much more effective if it focused on proven causes of violence.” Certain grants through the Act encouraged counterintuitive policies. For example, ‘mandatory arrest’ led to victims refraining from reporting abuse for fear of their abuser’s arrest. VAVA 2013 also addressed flaws in the judicial system that made it nearly impossible to hold non-Native men accountable for violence against Native women. The bill restored tribal courts’ jurisdiction to try such cases when domestic violence and dating violence are committed on tribal lands.

The 2013 reauthorization signaled struggles to come. In 2019, the House passed its reauthorization despite Republican pushback on provisions protecting transgender people and prohibiting individuals with certain misdemeanor convictions from purchasing firearms. The ‘boyfriend loophole’ drew the attention of the notoriously heavy-hitting
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gun lobby, the National Rifle Association. The hurdles of opposing parties’ priorities, a contentious election, and a pandemic delayed the necessary consensus until the 2022 reauthorization.

B. Addressing the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women epidemic through VAWA and Tribal Critical Race Theory

Journalist Nick Martin describes the MMIW epidemic as “Patterns of violent men and extractive industries breezing through land they do not own to take lives that do not belong to them . . . Patterns of government officials . . . ignoring practical, sovereignty-first reforms and instead hoarding the kind of power that keeps the crisis alive.” This interconnection of tribal, environmental, and criminal law is consistently overlooked by policymakers. By focusing on the carceral implications of violence against women, legislators create one-note solutions to a multi-dimensional problem.

Throughout its history, VAWA’s reauthorizations included protections codified as “Safety for Native Women.” The U.S. government finally addressed the ongoing MMIW crisis with a bill known as “Savanna’s Act” and, surprisingly, an executive order signed by President Donald Trump. North Dakota State Representative Ruth Buffalo noted a lack of Native representation regarding how both the Office on Violence Against Women and the Office for Victims of Crime work on domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking, dating violence, and human trafficking, stating that failure to include precise MMIW language furthers the crisis. Tribal sovereignty and easy access to information held by certain federal agencies, such as information from the National Criminal Information Center (NCIC), is a critical issue. Mary Kathryn Nagle, attorney and citizen of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, testified, “The disproportionate statistics among American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) women combined with the on-going missing and murdered reports across Indian country, the lack of NCIC access for Tribes and other related barriers to safety fuel our on-going work around this critical issue.”

1. Tribal Critical Race Theory

The historically white U.S. government made the official and legal term for Indigenous Peoples ‘American Indians,’ basing the term on a genocidal colonizer’s inability to navigate and not on actual Indigenous communities. Professor and enrolled member of the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara tribes, Michael Yellow Bird delves into the array of preferences within the Native community. Some prefer ‘American Indian’ fearing identifying otherwise will eliminate what resources the federal government promised through treaties, as it is the “legal” term.
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Others prefer “Indigenous Peoples” or “First Nations Peoples,” identifying them as descendants of the first inhabitants of the Americas without giving power to the names of colonizers.\textsuperscript{25} The social, cultural, and political diversity of Indigenous Peoples must be recognized, respected, and acknowledged by language. Mainstream media and the federal government seem unresponsive to the concept of an individual’s or group’s preferring one label or combination of labels. This disconnect further harms the narrative surrounding Tribal issues.\textsuperscript{26}

In his work on Tribal Critical Race Theory, Dr. Bryan McKinley Jones Brayboy creates a framework to address the relationship between Indigenous Peoples and the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{27} Tribal Critical Race Theory (TribalCrit), in contrast to other sub-theories focusing on racism being “endemic in society,” centers on colonization.\textsuperscript{28} Brayboy’s proposed nine tenets of TribalCrit address how U.S. policies towards Indigenous Peoples are “rooted in imperialism, white supremacy, and a desire for material gain.”\textsuperscript{29} Colonization and racism forced assimilation upon Indigenous Peoples. TribalCrit also notes the liminality of Indigenous Peoples within the United States as being both “legal/political and racialized beings.” The focus on the latter identification ignores how colonialism impacted the status of Indigenous people.

Tribal sovereignty and the protection of Native women are completely intertwined. Sovereignty allows tribes to claim an independent identity and citizenship. The U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs describes the federal Indian trust’s responsibility as a “legally enforceable fiduciary obligation on the part of the United States to protect tribal rights, lands, assets, and resources.”\textsuperscript{30} Tribal and Pueblo governments have a range of powers unless limited by particular treaties. In most cases, crimes involving a non-Native perpetrator and a Native victim result in state or federal, not tribal jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{31}

2. Savanna’s Act and the Inclusion of the Native Narrative

In a major victory for Native women and activists, Congress passed legislation to improve tribal access to certain crime information databases, create Tribe-guided response protocols to cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women, and require annual reports to Congress on statistics regarding the MMIW epidemic. Savanna’s Act also created a taskforce to ensure proper coordination between the FBI, U.S. attorneys, tribal police, BIA police, and state police.\textsuperscript{32} In short, the act will improve how these cases are investigated and handled in court.\textsuperscript{33} However, deeply ingrained issues regarding sovereignty and jurisdiction continue to be an additional hurdle for justice.

The victories of Savanna’s Act and further inclusion of Indigenous issues in the VAWA resulted from decades of work to push Native women’s stories into mainstream media. That success is due to the Native activists and legislators involved. Deb Haaland and Sharice Davids, the first Native Congresswomen, assumed office in 2019, drawing the attention of fellow politicians, activists, and, most importantly, the media.\textsuperscript{34} Representative Haaland notably called out Representative Sensenbrenner for excluding provisions regarding Native women: “For any congressional leaders to attempt to take away protections for not only women but Indigenous
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34 In 2022, Deb Haaland became the United States Secretary of the Interior, marking the first time an Indigenous person held the office governing largely Indigenous issues.
women, at a time when we are just beginning to understand how deep-rooted and serious of an issue the severe lack of protections are for Native women, is an abomination." Sensenbrenner claimed the provisions would strip non-Native abuser’s constitutional rights in incompetent tribal courts. Haaland spoke to this concern noting that tribes are sovereign nations with their own laws, and no habeas-corpus petitions relating to constitutional violations have come out following the 2013 provisions. In doing so, Haaland took back the commonly spun narrative of tribal courts’ and governments’ incompetence. Had there not been a Native congress member present, the issue would never have been raised. The increased Native representation in politics directly resulted in the most recent iteration of VAWA, which expands Tribal courts’ special jurisdiction over non-Native perpetrators.

C. Critical Race Feminism Frameworks

1. Interest Convergence

As one of the foundational theories of critical race theory, interest convergence plays an essential role in analyzing legislation. Using the case of Brown v. Board of Education, Professor Derrick Bell illustrates how Black people achieve civil rights victories only when white people’s interests are also served. The United States finally addressed segregation in the landmark case so other nations would look down on its Soviet enemy. However, enforcement of Brown fell by the wayside as soon as white interests were no longer served.

White feminism has long held the reins of women’s rights movements in a convenient display of interest convergence. From the suffragist movement to the co-opting of Tarana Burke’s #MeToo, white women take action when serving their own interests but neglect major issues within traditionally marginalized communities. White feminism has gone as far as to capitalize off women of color. For example, true crime podcaster, who tend to only cover white victims, romanticize white serial killers, and ignore the disappearance rates in Black, Latina, and Indigenous communities, encourage harmful misconceptions of criminal justice while profiting off trauma. These podcasters write off commentary, such as “Unfortunately, he died of cancer in a prison hospital instead of being fried” as dark humor, disregarding the power they have. This perpetuation of carceral feminism, which advocates for harsher prison sentences and punishment for crimes associated with gender-based violence, refuses to acknowledge the discrepancy of hyper-incarceration harming Black women.

2. Intersectionality

Leading critical race theory scholar and lawyer Kimberlé Crenshaw’s coinage of the term ‘intersectionality’ came when the feminist anti-violence movement began gaining traction. The anti-violence movement has converging interests between white and Black women, as well as other marginalized communities. Crenshaw addresses
rise of ‘identity politics’ by suggesting a framework that does not erase differences to unite in a single front. Intersectionality shows how race, gender, class, disability, immigration status, sexuality, etc. can structure the experience of how people navigate oppressive structures. Crenshaw focuses on identities working together: being a woman of color tends to correlate with poverty and disparate access to resources than typically available to battered white women in a more affluent class. Intersectionality acknowledges how women of color are forced to choose between two politicized identities with frequently opposing goals.

3. Anti-Essentialist Feminist Legal Theory

Prominent feminist legal theorists Catharine MacKinnon and Robin West were famously criticized for how legal scholar Angela Harris calls gender essentialism. In her critique, Harris highlights how the use of a collective voice erases marginalized women’s experiences. Black women particularly are ignored by mainstream feminism. Thus, gender essentialism does not challenge the “abstract and unitary voice” of the law.

Anti-essentialism acknowledges how racism, ableism, classism, sexism, and other forms of oppression work in conjunction to craft identities. When feminism claims to hold one voice, it erases the nuanced realities of the very people it purports to serve. Women’s experiences cannot be analyzed through a single lens, nor can they be told through one. Women in the position of power are the ones who tell the stories, and, overwhelmingly, they are white.

Harris goes on to describe how nuanced approaches to essentialism, such as qualifying statements to generalizations about ‘all women’ furthers the process of othering. Proclaiming an essentialist feminist ideal and acknowledging it does not fit all women’s experiences in a footnote does not qualify as full representation.

III. Analysis

A. Diverging Interests and Carceral Frameworks

VAWA began out of concern for women in one collective voice but came at a time when only two Senators were women, both of whom were white. Following the initial VAWA, the policy regarding domestic violence became ‘more policing and punishment;’ disregarding the consequences of more policing in Black and brown communities. Frequently, officers responding to 911 calls about domestic violence or sexual assault either ignored procedure or brutalized the caller. The white VAWA lobbyists looked the other way, ignoring the implications of their policymaking.

Interest convergence rears its head in many feminist movements. The mainstream rhetoric surrounding sex and gender-based violent crime ignores those calling for the abolition and defunding of police. Forms of mainstream media romanticize and normalize procedures like the death penalty, despite the United States being the only western industrialized nation practicing capital punishment.

Institutional violence against women is frequently framed as the assault on bodily autonomy and a
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women’s right to choose. The narrative does not consider police brutality as yet another form of violence against Black and Brown communities.\textsuperscript{56} White and carceral feminism boast the attributes of allyship without addressing alternative and abolitionist approaches to preventing sex and gender-based violence.\textsuperscript{57}

Hyper-incarceration of disenfranchised communities of color is both a product of and a catalyst for violence against women. Over-criminalization began in near conjunction with the public movement against domestic violence.\textsuperscript{58} The original VAWA was part of a bill that included increased funding for new prisons, authorized the death penalty for additional crimes, and imposed life sentences for federal offenders with three violent prior convictions.\textsuperscript{59} VAWA’s proponents emphasized an approach focusing on the individual victims of the crime, instead of on how structural inequalities and the programs allegedly intended to combat those inequalities may lead to individuals being more vulnerable to or more likely to use violence.\textsuperscript{60}

Despite recent attempts to address those inequalities, the Act disregards the perpetuation of violence against women by the state. While the 2013 Reauthorization required immigration detention facilities to abide by the same standards as prisons related to rape and sexual assault in custody, no provision addresses state-perpetrated violence against women.\textsuperscript{61}

VAWA’s narrow focus is partially a result of its bipartisan nature. Right-leaning congress members are less likely to support legislation addressing
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shackling inmates in labor, family separation, and police murdering Black women in their sleep.\textsuperscript{62} Reconciling tenets of the police and prison abolitionist movement with justice is difficult, and cannot be done with an essentialist perspective. This conflict illustrates a major problem in how laws are created and enforced. Laws rarely incorporate intersectionality and legislators fail to consider consequences of ignoring such frameworks. VAWA ignored the prison abolitionist framework, focusing instead on what legislators believed to be the typical individual’s struggles with violence.

### B. Storytellers Matter

While diversity alone cannot eradicate the problems of systemic racism, it has value. In media, education, or politics, diversity of experience and identity creates not only a richer narrative but a stronger one. Without diversity, societal knowledge can and has easily taken on racist perspectives as fact.\textsuperscript{63} Equal representation in places of power also allows for sharing necessary information and stories. As media consumers, we assume we have access to all relevant news when in reality many voices are overshadowed and ignored.\textsuperscript{64} In Canada, the many missing and murdered Indigenous women rarely make headlines, despite the pervasiveness of the issue. Even within Indigenous communities, narratives overlook certain identities. Two-Spirit individuals, for example,
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may be cut off from their Native communities by assimilating with white LGBT+ culture.\textsuperscript{65} The old news adage ‘if it bleeds, it leads’ depends on who is bleeding and who is reporting.\textsuperscript{66}

Counter-storytelling and positionality have an important role in academic contexts, particularly in terms of research.\textsuperscript{67} That usage must be expanded into the legal profession, including law making. Angela Harris wrote that in an attempt to evade “the social and moral irresponsibility of the first voice, legal thinkers have veered . . . toward the safety of the second voice, which speaks from the position of ‘objectivity’ rather than ‘subjectivity.’”\textsuperscript{68} So often the legal profession awards objectivity, and in encouraging such passivity, we uphold the systems of oppression.

C. Recommendations, Solutions, & Shifting Narratives

Objectivity in the law is rewarded. Questioning the system from within is frowned upon. Most legal professionals craft their identity to stick to the status quo.\textsuperscript{69} Similarly, legislators separate their personal and political identities for electability’s sake. Putting aside personal identity allows for politicians to focus on the needs and wants of their constituents. However, self-assessing their personal identities and privileges in conjunction with constituent desires may allow for a more inclusive beginning for legislation.\textsuperscript{70}

In addition to being aware of one’s own positionality, understanding the intersections of identities in the people legislators represent allows for better legislation. Angela Harris asks for identity be seen as a “both-and” not an “either or.”\textsuperscript{71} A layered identity changes within different contexts.\textsuperscript{72} Essentialist feminists boil women’s experiences down into a singular essence. Legislators consume this message and legislate around the notion of that fixed general identity. Promoting a post-essentialist feminist framework focusing on relationships allows for impactful legislation without further harming marginalized and disenfranchised communities.\textsuperscript{73}

Post-essentialist feminism is becoming more mainstream, demonstrated by the word “intersectionality” making its way into social media, protest signs, and news articles.\textsuperscript{74} Yet the politicization of identity continues to make it difficult for the framework to fully present itself in the legislation-making process. One means of bypassing this hurdle would be simply to have accurate representation of the proverbial “Melting Pot”. This method is easier in theory, considering the systemic disenfranchisement and voter suppression targeting Black, Latina, and Indigenous communities.\textsuperscript{75} Elected officials must keep their positionality in mind when navigating legislative spaces. Yet in a country with a heavy bi-partisan divide and where the very idea of having privilege comes off as a personalized attack, the necessary changes will not happen over Election Night.\textsuperscript{76}

Feminism’s goal has been to unite women in a common experience in an effort towards establishing equality. This goal dangerously supports a sexist
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ideology of victimhood instead of focusing on the diverse experiences of womanhood. Women have more in common than their shared victimization by men; there is no ‘one-size fits all’ feminism.\textsuperscript{77} The difficulty with building movements based on one label or factor is that all experiences are different. There are common elements and themes, but everyone’s identity interacts within their environment with unique results.

Legislators, public figures, and activists need to work to understand how their own identities play into their power. They frequently police language and goals of underrepresented groups instead of including them in places of power. Movement lawyering, which centers impacted communities as coalition leaders, is an example of how the power dynamic can be shifted.\textsuperscript{78} Both academic and legal institutions ignore power dynamics inherent in their respective systems. Community organizers and grassroots leaders strategize in terms of power, not policy. Movement lawyering can make legitimate and effectual change by disrupting those harmful power structures.\textsuperscript{79} This approach requires a significant number of lawyers to “liberate themselves from the constraints imposed by conventional legal training” as well as to “embrace grassroots power-building as a core function of their practice.”\textsuperscript{80} That is a heavy ask, but an essential one in shifting the narratives of social change. No one is purely objective, and the law needs to acknowledge there is value in being conscious of one’s own biases, privileges, and struggles. Positionality has a role to play in every profession and in every classroom.
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